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For many people, poison ivy problems accompany the
arrival ofspring. Some people are more sensitive than others,
but no one is fully immune.

Although all parts of poison ivy plants are toxic, contact
with the sap causes the strongest effects. Even small amounts
of the plant's toxic agent, urushiol, can cause skin inflamma
tion. The toxin can be transferred to humans by pets that have
run through poison ivy plants. Smoke from burning poison
ivy plants also carries the toxin and can cause serious inflam
mation. The first symptoms, itching and burning, may de
velop within a few hours or not for several days after exposure
to the plant.

Identification

Poison ivy grows throughout Texas, particularly along
streams and in moist, shady places. It is a perennial, native
plant that belongs to the sumac genus of the cashew family.
Three varieties of poison ivy, Rhus toxicodendron, grow in
Texas.

The most widespread variety is common poison ivy, which
has glossy green leaves with smooth margins. Other varieties
have lobed or toothed leafmargins resembling oak leaves, and
have acquired the nickname poison oak. Poison ivy grows as
a vine, shrub or small tree. Oak leaf poison ivy usually grows
lower than the smooth-leaved variety. Poison ivy leaves are
always divided into three leaflets. This is the basis for the old
saying, "Leaflets three, let it be."

Clusters of inconspicuous white flowers rise from the axis
of the leaves. The plants develop white, waxy berries with
distinct lines marking their outer surfaces into segments
resembling those of peeled oranges.
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Prevention

To prevent inflammation from poison ivy, follow these
precautions:
• Avoid contact with poison ivy plants.
• Keep pets away from poison ivy plants. The toxin can

remain on the pets' feet and fur for several days and be
transferred to humans.

• Do not burn poison ivy plants.
• Wash contaminated clothing thoroughly and separately.
• Wash any contaminated part of the body thoroughly with

soap and water within 5 to 10 minutes after contact with
poison ivy.

• Several nonprescription lotions are available for treating
skin inflammations caused by poison ivy. Apply lotion
frequently to relieve itching and to soothe and dry the
irritated area. See your doctor for treatment if irritation is
not cleared up in 3 to 4 days.

Control

Poison ivy plants can be controlled by chopping them
manually, but herbicide applied as a spray solution or a cut
stump treatment is more effective. The most effective herbi
cides are triclopyr (Garlon 3A@, Garlon 4@,Remedy@,Poison
Ivy + Poison Oak Killer@, Brush-B-Gon Brush Killer4), ami
trole (Amitrol-TOO, Amizol@) and 2,4-D. Triclopyr and ami
trole are the most effective.

Herbicides are absorbed through leaves and stems. Foliar
sprays should be applied in spring, summer or early fall when
the leaves are fully developed and growing vigorously. Use a
knapsack or similar type pressure sprayer that produces me
dium sized droplets. Apply only when there is no danger of
wind blowing the spray particles onto other plants. Use
herbicides carefully and apply at the rate and in the manner
specified on the container label.

Cut stump treatment may be safer than foliar spray if
desirable plants are nearby. Triclopyr can be used as a cut
stump treatment.
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To control large poison ivy plants growing or climbing on
shade trees, cut the stems near the ground and cover the freshly
cut surfaces with a triclopyr mixture. Remove the tops of old
stems from the trees and destroy them. Be careful not to break
the bark of the trees.

Precautions

Suggested herbicides must be registered and labeled for
use by the Environmental Protection Agency. Because the
status of herbicide label clearances is subject to change and
may have changed since this publication was printed, always
read and carefully follow instructions on herbicide labels.

The user is always responsible for the effects of herbicide
residues on his livestock and crops, as well as for problems
that could arise from the drift of herbicide to the property of
others.
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